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Antipassive in Halkomelem Salish (Gerdts and Hukari 2000, 2006)  
      

       1a.  naʔət      qwəs-t-ʔs             tθə     ƛ̓ełəm̓  sce:łtən.  

             AUX        go.in.water-TR-3ERG.  DET   salted  salmon 

            ‘She put the salted fish in water.’ 

 
       1b.  naʔət       qws-els                   (ʔə     tθə     ƛ̓ełəm̓   sce:łtən). 

             AUX   go.in.water-ACT.     (OBL  DET  salted   salmon) 

            ‘She soaked the salted fish.’ 

 

       1c.  niʔ        qws-eʔəm (ʔə        tθə    ƛ̓ełəm̓   sce:łtən). 

             AUX go.in.water-MID (OBL    DET  salted   salmon) 

             ‘She soaked the salted salmon.’ 
 

Proposal 
 

I argue that these suffixes are not detransitivizers, as proposed in 

Gerdts and Hukari. The suffix -els is a Voice head (Kratzer 1996); it is 

the counterpart of the transitive -t suffix that appears in Voice and adds 

an agent thematic role predicate and external argument.  Unlike -t, it 

does not assign ergative case to its specifier; thus, when -els is present, 

the subject is assigned absolutive from Tense, rather than the internal 

argument, as with -t. Following Levin (2015), a P is inserted to case-

license the internal argument at the PF/SM interface. 
 
       2a.  [VoiceP pro [Voice t [vP [v q

wəs]  [NP t
θə ƛ̓ełəm̓ sce:łtən ]]]]  

-t transitive 
       2b. [VoiceP pro [Voice els [vP [v q

wəs]  [PP  ʔə [NP t
θə ƛ̓ełəm̓ sce:łtən]]]]]  

-els intransitive 
 

       2c. e[soak(e, salmon) & agent(e, she)] 
 

The middle -m is a v head that both categorizes a root and introduces 

the external argument to create either an unergative verb or a non-core 

transitive verb (Levin 1999). No VoiceP is present.  Just as with -els, 

the subject is assigned absolutive case by T.  

 

       3a. [vP pro  [vP [v m [root  q
ws]]] 

       3b. e[soak(e) & agent(e, she)]  

 

The verb in this case does not select for a direct object; However, the 

syntax allows a DP to merge in this position.  
 

       4a.  [vP pro  [vP [v m [root  q
ws]] [NP t

θə  ƛ̓ełəm̓ sce:łtən ]]] 

 

In such as situation, there is special rule at the LF/CI interface   

 

Verb Complement Licensing Rule: If the structure [vP v DP ] is not 

interpretable because DP lacks a thematic role, assign the DP the 

following interpretation: 

 

        λe [Θ(e, DP)]  where Θ is a thematic role predicate given by the  

        semantic content of the verb. 

 

In the above case, Θ would be UNDERGOER. 

 

      4b.  λe[UNDERGOER(e, fish)] 

 

The interpretation of the verb and that of the direct object then combine 

by Predicate Conjunction. 

 

       4c. e[soak(e) & agent(e, she) & UNDERGOER(e, fish)]  

 

In addition, the direct object is licensed by the insertion of P at the 

PF/SM interface, as discussed above. 

 

      4d.  [vP pro  [vP [v m [root  q
ws]] [PP ʔə [NP t

θə  ƛ̓ełəm̓ sce:łtən ]]]] 
 

Support 
 

Unergatives   

 

The middle morpheme appears on a number of canonical unergative 

verbs . Also, verbs with cognate objects appear with -m, never with -t 

or -els, and never with the cognate object in the absolutive case. The 

appearance of a cognate object shows that these verbs are unergatives 

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995).  

 

 

       5a.  šk̓ʷam ̓   ‘swim’              hǝw’al’ǝm ‘play’  

       5b.  yənəm   ‘laugh’  c’tem ‘crawl’   

       5c.   c̓tem   ‘crawl’  cƛ’ǝm ‘jump’   

       5d.   x̌e:m   ‘cry’   hesǝm ‘sneeze’ 

       5e.   q’ewǝm ‘howl’ 

    
 
         6.  t’iləm   cən        ceʔ     ʔə       k̓ʷ    s-t’iləm. 

              sing  1.SUB    FUT   OBL    DET     N-sing. 

              ‘I will sing a song.’ 

 

 

      
  

If unergatives lack Voice (Tollan 2018), we do not expect -t or -els to 

appear with an unergative verb because both are Voice heads. The -m 

affix is allowed because it verbalizes the root, creating an unergative 

verb.       

 

       7a.  niʔ    cǝn     q’w ǝyilǝš.  

              AUX 1SUB  dance  

               ‘I danced.’  

 

       7b.  *q’wəyiləš -t.  

               dance-TR 

  

       7c.  *q’wəviləš-els.  

               dance-AP  

 

Denominalization 
 

The morpheme -m creates denominal verbs, supporting the notion that 

this morpheme is a verbalizer  

    

       8a.  wekǝn   ‘wagon’ wekǝnǝm ‘go by wagon’ 

       8b.  patǝn   ‘sail’ (n.) patǝnǝm ‘sail’ (v.) 

        8c.  q’ǝwǝt   ‘drum’ (n.) q’ǝwǝtǝm ‘drum’ (v.)  

 
Thematic Roles 

 
There can be a difference in the theta role assigned to the subject with 

verbs marked with -els compared to those with -m.  Galloway (1993) 

notes that -els is always associated with agentivity but those roots 

suffixed -m are inconsistently agentive.  He also shows that when -els 

and -m appear with the same root, the -els form has an agentive reading 

but the -m form need not . 

 
       9a.  hóqw-els     ‘smelling/sniffing’  

       9b.  hóqw-em     ‘smell, give off a smell’ 
 

      10a.  [VoiceP DP [Voice -els [vP [v hóqw-m]]]]   
               e[smell(e) & agent(e, DP)] 

   

    10b.  [vP DP [vP [v hóqw-m]] 

              e[smell(e) & stimulus(e, DP)]   

.  
These facts follow from the analysis here; as a Voice head, -els 

introduces an agent thematic role predicate and the subject is an 

argument of this predicate; no variation in the interpretation of the 

thematic role of the external argument is allowed with -els.  With –m, 

the theta role of the external argument is determined by the semantics 

of the root, so we should expect variability. 

 

Productivity, Double AP and Morpheme Order 
 

Gerdts and Hukari note that “if the transitive verb exists, then an 

antipassive with -els is also possible” Furthermore, Galloway (1993) 

states that “-els seems…to be the intransitive equivalent of the… 

transitivizer –(ə)t.” By considering -els as an alternative Voice, it is not 

surprising that transitive verbs, which appear with the suffix -t, can 

take -els as well, since both are Voice heads.   

 

Gerdts and Hukari also show it is possible for both -els and -m to 

appear together for some roots, with -m being closer to the root than -

els (the reverse is ungrammatical).  This fact is surprising if these 

morphemes are detransitivizers.  In our analysis, this order follows if -

m is a verbalizer and -els a Voice head; -m merges first with the root to 

create a verb and Voice is then merged with the VP. 

 

      11a.  q̓ʷəl-əm-els ‘barbeque’ 

      11b.  *q̓ʷəl-els-əm 

 

In these cases, -m morpheme is reanalyzed as a verbalizer only, rather 

than as both a verbalizer and external argument introducer. 

 

       12.  [VoiceP pro [Voice els [VP [v m √qwəl]  [PP ʔə  k̓ʷ sce:łtən  ]]]] 

 

Gerdts and Hukari also notes that -m is less productive than -els; -m is 

closer to the root, more derivation-like, so we expect less productivity. 

 

Null antipassive and null unergatives 
 

Some antipassive constructions appear with no special morphology on 

the verb. We also see unergatives with null morphology These cases 

involve the null counterpart of the –m morpheme. (see also Davis 

1997). 

  

       13.  ʔəɬtən ʔə   č           ceʔ    ʔə        k̓ʷ sqəw? 

              eat       Q.   2.SUB    FUT     OBL.   DET native.bread 

              ‘Will you eat some First Nations style bread?’ 

 

     14a.  łak̓ʷ. ‘fly’ yays       ‘work’  

     14b.  nem’  ‘go’  k̓ʷayəkw ‘fish with a line, gaff’ 

     14c.  qwal  ‘speak’ ʔitət        ‘sleep’ 

 

 

 

Unergatives (cont.) Null Antipassive  (cont.) 

      15.  [vP pro  [vP [v Ø  [root √ʔəɬtən]] [PP ʔə   k̓ʷ  sqəw ]] 

 

Note that there are stems with the same root that appear with either 

null morphology or –m (see Davis 1997) 

 

      16. č̓əkwx̌éʔam/ č̓əkwx̌   ‘fry’ 

 

Lexical Suffixes 
 

The behavior of verbs with lexical suffixes shows that -t/-els pattern 

together separately from -m (Gerdts 2003; Wiltschko 2009).  Lexical 

suffixes are similar to incorporated nouns in that they typically have 

nominal reference and function as the internal argument.  When a verb 

with a lexical suffix appears with  -m morphology, we get a subject 

reflexive interpretation for the possessor of the lexical suffix, but not so 

with -els nor the transitive suffix -t . With the latter two, we get a 

nonspecific, generic (-els) or specific (-t) pronominal reading for the 

possessor. 

 
         17a.  kʷaxʷ-əw̓txʷ-em  

                  knock-house-MID      

                  ‘knock one’s own house’  

         17b.  kʷaxʷ-əw̓txʷ-els    

                  knock-house-ELS    

                  ‘knock on people’s houses’ 
          17c. kʷaxʷ-əw̓txʷ-t    

                  knock-house-TR        

                 ‘knock on his/her house’. 
 

 I follow Wiltschko (2009) and treat the lexical suffix as an acategorical 

root.  Given the order of the verbal root, lexical suffix and –m 

morphology, I argue that the lexical suffix merges first with the –m 

verbalizing morphology, then with the verbal root.  With the lexical 

suffix-middle stem, the external argument introduced by the middle 

morphology is identified with the possessor argument introduced by the 

lexical suffix; in this way we get the reflexive reading.  Because the 

lexical suffix functions as an internal argument, the lexical suffix-

middle stem semantically selects for a verbal root that is compatible 

with an internal argument.  That is, this stem introduces the internal 

argument before the verbal root is merged.   

 

    18a.  [v m [LS  əw̓txʷ ]] 
 Pxe𝜄y[P(e) & AGENT(e, x) & UNDRGR(e, y) & POSS(x, y) & HOUSE(y)] 

 

    18b. [v [v m [LS  √əw̓txʷ ]] √kʷaxʷ ] 

 xe𝜄y[KNOCK(e) & AGENT(e, x) & UNDRGR(e, y) & POSS(x, y) & HOUSE(y)] 

 

    18c.  [vP pro  [vP [v [v m [LS  √əw̓txʷ ]] √kʷaxʷ ]] 

 e𝜄y[KNOCK(e) & AGENT(e, pro) & UNDRGR(e, y) & POSS(pro, y) & HOUSE(y)] 

 

With the transitive and –els antipassive, we have a Voice/vP structure, 

with a null verbalizer. Like -m verbalizer above, the null verbalizer 

merges first with the lexical suffix.  Because this verbalizing 

morphology does not itself introduce an argument, the possessor 

argument of the lexical suffix is not identified with any other argument.   

 

    19a.  [v Ø [LS  əw̓txʷ ]] 
Pxe𝜄y[P(e) & UNDRGR(e, y) & POSS(x, y) & HOUSE(y)]] 

 

   19b. [v [v Ø [LS  √əw̓txʷ ]] √kʷaxʷ ] 

 xe𝜄y[KNOCK(e) & UNDRGR(e, y) & POSS(x, y) & HOUSE(y)] 

 

A DP pro merges next, saturating the possessor argument. Thus, the 

syntactic DO is semantically the possessor of the lexical suffix only. 

 

    19c. [vP  [v [v Ø [LS  √əw̓txʷ ]] √kʷaxʷ ] pro1 ] 
e𝜄y[KNOCK(e) & UNDRGR(e, y) & POSS(pro, y) & HOUSE(y)] 

 

Next, Voice is added, introducing the external argument, and a DP  

merges to saturate this argument position.  Because the external 

argument is added later in the derivation, the subject does not become 

the possessor of the lexical suffix. 

 

    19d.  [VoiceP pro2 [Voice t/els  [vP  [v [v Ø [LS  √əw̓txʷ ]] √kʷaxʷ ] pro1 ]]] 
e𝜄y[KNOCK(e) & UNDRGR(e, y) & POSS(pro, y) & HOUSE(y) & AGENT(e, pro2)] 

 

The difference between -t and -els in the interpretation of the pronoun 

results because only an absolutive DP allows specific reference.  
 

Conclusion 
 

This analysis adds a further nuance to Davis’s (1997) claim that 

transitives and unergatives in Salish are derived by morphosyntactic 

operations. It is similar in spirit to Wiltschko (2009) but does not need a 

lexical vs. syntactic introduction of arguments.  It complicates our 

understanding of the ap construction; an ap morpheme does not 

involve argument reduction or demotion but introduces an external 

arugment in Voice or is involved with verbalization. We give further 

support for monotonicity in natural language (Kiparsky, 1983; Koontz-

Garboden, 2009, 2012); that is, word formation operations add, but do 

not remove, meaning.    This view of antipassivization in Salish 

supports Tollan’s (2018) argument, based on data from unergatives and 

cognate objects in Samoan, that some clauses lack a Voice head.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


